**Abstracts**

**Conclusions** Taken together, these results exclude possible imprinting in 2q as a cause of RSS in this child and suggest an autosomal recessive mutation which was unmasked by the segmental maternal isodicisomic abnormality. Next Generation Sequence analysis of chromosome 2q regions of homozygosity identified in this child is underway and will most likely identify another novel RSS locus.

**Background** NF-κB dysfunction resulting from NEMO (NF-kappaB essential modulator) mutation can lead to significant alterations in cytokine production. However, little is known about changes in the expression of downstream molecules in patients with incontinentia pigmenti (IP).

**Objective** This study aims to investigate serial cytokine expressions during the first 2 years of life in young infants with IP, the period in which skin inflammation and morphological changes are most significant.

**Methods** Gene analysis was performed for the two neonates with IP. Peripheral mononuclear cells were obtained shortly after birth and successively at a 6-month interval up to the age of two years. Levels of TNF-α and IL-6 were analyzed with ELISA before and after stimulating with TLR ligands.

**Results** The male patient had normal NEMO allele. His cytokine level, although initially lower, had returned to a level comparable with those of controls at 12 months of age. The female infant had a mutated NEMO gene. Her baseline TNF-α level was significantly higher than those of the control subjects at birth and remained high by 6 months of age. All cytokine responses had decreased significantly by 2 years of age, the time in which all vesicular skin lesions had resolved.

**Conclusion** This is the first report that demonstrates serial changes of cytokine profiles in humans with IP. This study showed that in the presence of NEMO mutation, alteration of cytokine production was remarkable during the first year of life, which may account for the prominent inflammatory changes in skin morphology.

**Introduction** Glucose transporter-1 (GLUT1) deficiency syndrome (OMIM #606777) is an autosomal dominant condition resulting in reduced glucose transport into the brain. GLUT1 deficiency syndrome was first described in 1991 by Delépine et al. The diagnostic finding is a low glucose concentration in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF; mean 1.7 [SD 0.3mmol/L]) in the presence of normoglycemia. GLUT1 deficiency syndrome can be confirmed by mutation analysis of the SLC2A1 gene. The spectrum is ever expanding with new mutations as also varying presentations. We present one such novel mutation.

**Case report** A Caucasian male was referred to the neurology department with global developmental delay, head nods, seizures and excessive daytime sleepiness. Over the years he had many investigations including repeated MRIs and EEGs and investigations for conditions with progressive myoclonic epilepsy. At the age of 14 years the parents gave a history of food intake reducing his head nodds and other seizure types. He was then investigated for possible GLUT1 deficiency.

**Results** The initial investigations revealed a CSF sugar of 2.4 when the blood sugar was 5.9 (ratio of 0.4) which was low but not low enough for GLUT1 deficiency. Genetic testing revealed a mutation in the exon 5 of the SLC2A1 gene c.647T>G (p.Leu216Thr) not previously reported.

**Conclusion** GLUT1 deficiency should be suspected in a child with developmental delay, epilepsy and movement disorder. Novel mutations can result in the condition. Our case is one such example for novel mutation as well as refusal of ketogenic diet from late diagnosis.

**Background** Cerebral palsy (CP) is a nonprogressive motor impairment syndrome caused by damage in the developing brain and it reveals clustering to preterm infants. Recently, genetic factors have been suggested as risk modifiers for CP. However, the individual genes causing predisposition to CP are still poorly understood. Low cord blood levels of CCL18 have been found to associate with CP in preterm infants. Since CCL18 gene is restricted to primates, it may be considered as a candidate for functionality in human brain.

**Aims** To investigate the association between the CCL18 gene single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and the cord blood levels of CCL18. Further to study the association between the CCL18 SNPs and the susceptibility to CP.

**Methods** A prospective cohort consisted of 161 children born very preterm (gestation < 32 weeks) in Oulu University Hospital during 1997–2006. Concentration of the cord blood CCL18 was analysed (n=99). Five CCL18 SNPs (rs1102934, rs215086, rs215070, rs2755835, rs712044) were genotyped. Cerebral palsy was confirmed at 5 years of age.

**Results** Two CCL18 SNPs associated with CCL18 (P=0.011; P=0.039). Additionally, CCL18 (SNP rs2755835) associated with CP. Thus, CP occurred in 11 (18%) of 61 children with GG genotype compared with 6 (6%) of 100 children with AA/GA genotype (OR 4.1; 95% CI 1.3–12.5, P=0.013).

**Conclusions** Variation of the CCL18 gene associates with CCL18 concentration and with predisposition to CP in very preterm infants. This is consistent with the hypothesis that CCL18 has a role in the complex sequence leading to brain damage.
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